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Combining the POWER of physicality with authentic communication & mindfulness.

Do you command trust & inspire openness & greatness in your
professional colleagues, clients, strangers or intimates without
even speaking? When you do speak: one-on-one, in a meeting,
or on stage how open, clear & empowering is your presence?

The way we move our bodies, focus on work, sit in a meeting, speak, enter a
room, or listen in conversation is the true source of our power & effectiveness.
Our ability to lead, impact, innovate, communicate, relate, be productive &
thrive at work, with others & throughout our lives depends on our presence.

Presence Keynote Speech

Presence Training

(1 hour keynote)

(1/2 day training)

What Audiences Learn & Experience:

What Audiences Learn & Experience:

Our presence impacts every aspect of your professional &
personal life. Our focus, clarity & productivity depend on the
mindfulness element of our presence. Interpersonally, our
presence is the most important ingredient in client relations,
rapport in conversation & leadership. People trust us based
on the authentic alignment of our words, emotions, & body
language. Utilizing touching stories, humor, depth, practical
relevant content & experiential exercises, audiences love this
unique engaging, inspiring & educational style. Learn where
you already embody presence with your work & with others
as well as where your lack of presence inhibits greater
individual & organizational productivity, cohesion & thriving.

Ø greater presence at work & throughout your life
Ø be more trustable & authentic to those around you
Ø enhanced rapport-building & communication
Ø openness & composure in intensity & conflict
Ø more aware of body language & its messages
Ø mindfulness within, with others & while working

To book an event or
interview contact:

858-449-2042

www.linkedin.com/in/johnny-blackburn
johnny@johnnyblackburn.net

ABOUT

JOHNNY BLACKBURN

Johnny Blackburn is a professional development coach, author, speaker & facilitator
who empowers clients, organizations & audiences to discover and then live from
their deeper Presence. Residing in San Diego, CA, he is a highly respected authority
on human embodiment & professional performance. He has spoken to intimate
groups & audiences with hundreds of people in the U.S., Mexico, & Australia, ranging
from corporations to students & personal development event participants.
Blackburn's original background in Management Consulting, Master’s degree in
Psychology, more than 3000 client-coaching hours as a Professionally Certified Coach
with the International Coach Federation, & extensive professional training make him
a highly sought after guide to greater levels of presence & professional excellence.

PRESENCE: empowering & developing better employees, leaders & human beings.

TESTIMONIALS
“Johnny has a power & presence that mesmerizes the room…He is the real deal. A
transformational leader.”
Tanya Paluso CEO Tribal Truth
“Combining passion, expertise, presence & deep understanding of others, he has an
extraordinary way of engaging the entire audience & will continue to be looked upon
as a go-to guy in his field.”
Jay Brown Founder - Evolution Room
“Beyond his speaking abilities, Johnny is an inspiring person. His sincere, heartwarming & humorous style make him a pleasure to engage with on any level.”
Sean Wilson Australian Corporate Consultant

